SYSTEMIC
CONSTELLATION
WORKSHOP
Trauma, Addictions & Relationships

NARRABEEN
5TH & 6TH
December
2020

2 Days Systemic Constellation Workshop
Maria Dolenc & Boris Dolenc

I

n this workshop, participants will have the
opportunity to explore how ancestral and
historical forces influence their own family

and personal experience. Through the lens of
Systemic Constellation, we may see deeper
patterns in ways that allow new pathways
of connections, healing and resolution. The
focus in this workshop will be with Trauma,
Addictions and Relationships.
WHEN:

5th & 6th December 2020

WHERE:

BERRY HALL
Tramshed Arts and Community		
Centre,
1395A Pittwater Road, Narrabeen

TIME:

9.30 am - 5.00pm

COST:

$360 per person for 2 days

DEPOSIT: $50 deposit by November 10th
Morning and afternoon tea
		
provided. Bring your own lunch.
BOOKINGS: Call or email Maria
MI
0425 277 279
E I
maria@mariadolenc.com.au
W I
www.mariadolenc.com.au

M

ARIA DOLENC will
be facilitating this
workshop and
providing you with her
own unique style and passion
for this work.
Maria is a qualified Gestalt
Therapist, accredited PACFA supervisor. She
worked at South Pacific Private for 14 years as a
Family Therapist, Clinical Supervisor and was also
co-director at Gestalt Therapy Sydney. Maria also
facilitates Family Constellations at Byron Private
Treatment Centre for the last 6 years.
Maria has studied Family Constellation work
with leaders locally and overseas. She has been
conducting Family Constellations Workshops and
Facilitators training in Australia and Internationally
for over ten years.
BORIS DOLENC will be assisting Maria,
his mother, in this workshop.
Boris has a Degree in Social
Sciences and has been working
with people, specialising in
therapeutic crisis and trauma
intervention for over 25 years. He
has trained with Maria over the last
four years and at the Sydney Intensive with
leaders, local and international.
Boris has an intuitive way of thinking systemically
and brings a natural, grounded authentic
approach to this work.

